
Paul continues to address the divisions and quarrels in the church
of Corinth in this 4th chapter by focusing on becoming servants of
Christs. In order to do so, we must:  

1. Serve with the Right Heart (vv 1-5)

First and foremost, Paul wanted the Corinthians to regard him and
the other preachers such as Peter and Apollos as servants of
Christs and not leaders of factions. As servants and also stewards,
they are responsible for giving the gospel message of salvation. To
us who are followers of Christ today, the question to us is – Are we
faithful and sensible stewards of the mysteries of God to the
people that He has put under our care? Serving with the right
heart allows us to become this faithful steward. Serving with the
right heart means serving to please God and not to gather the
applause of others. It means spending enough time in God's word
and in fellowship with other believers. It means surrendering
things to God and asking Him to empower us. Paul also
emphasizes that the right heart attitude is not to judge fellow
servants or fellow workers in the Church as God is not finished
with us yet and that He will judge each of us at the proper time.
Serving with the right heart also means serving with the right
motives because God knows what is in our hearts and He will
expose our wrong motives eventually. 
To check if we are indeed serving with the right heart, we must ask
ourselves – Are we engaged in His service? Who do we need to
minister to? Are we faithful in being stewards of the gospel? Are
we seeking God’s approval or trying to please others instead? Are
we being critical of others? Are we concerned of what others will
say when we serve?

2. Serve in Humility (vv 6-13)

Paul urges the Corinthians not to boast about being taught by a
certain preacher because no one is better than the other. Humility
is to recognize that God is the source of our blessings. Today we
live in a very competitive world and it is difficult for us not to be
proud and arrogant. But if we acknowledge that everything is a gift
from God, even our salvation, even our abilities, even our
intellect, we can serve with a humble and teachable heart. To
borrow Pastor Joby’s quote, he said “No matter how difficult life
may get, how challenging people are, or how much brokenness
God will allow us to experience, always choose to serve Christ
with your all”.
To check if we are indeed serving in humility, we must ask
ourselves – have we been thankful for everything God has given
us? Do we have the perspective that everything comes from God?
Are we looking down on other church workers? What area of our
life has pride seeped in? Have we become too comfortable that
we no longer want to partake in the sufferings of Christ?

3. Serve to Build Up (vv 14-21)

Paul proceeds to give the Corinthians a stern warning because he
wanted to admonish them, to build them up. Similar to parents
who are naturally concerned with the long term welfare of their 



children and not just about their temporary happiness, we need to care and build up our flock as
loving spiritual parents. We must not tolerate bad thinking and bad values. We should not be
merely concerned with outward behaviors but be concerned with the heart, the attitude of our
children/our flock. Paul exhorts them to be imitators of himself, to follow his example. In this
regard, Paul raises the bar in discipleship and ministry. In serving to build up, we need to spend
time and invest time to set the pattern for walking with Christ. In serving to build up, do we have
the power of the Holy Spirit to lead changed lives? Paul was also building up the church by
exercising discipline. In the church, we should not have arrogance but instead, willingness to
change and to be corrected. 

To check if we are indeed serving to build others up, we must ask ourselves - do we care enough
to correct our children/our flock when we see something wrong? Do we discipline with an
attitude of love and care? Do we follow through those we have previously brought to the faith
and continue to care for them? 

Bear in mind that to those who don’t know Christ, we are the Bible to others and so how we live,
how we speak, how we act should reflect our faith. We must set good examples to others and be
good representatives of Christ.


